IT Custom Software & Report Writing
History on Kelly Clark

Self taught programmer and report writer.

Worked as a consultant in Cleveland, implementing a large manufacturing application called “Infor Visual” 15 years ago.

The customer had a large requirement for custom reports using Crystal and Access linking their manufacturing and other software.

Companies spend large amounts of time manipulating data in Excel or other manual processes.

There is no need!
Scope of Custom Applications

Greeley as 40+ custom databases to Manage its entire business.

All are integrated with each other and many reports draw information from as many as 10 databases at any one time.

They also draw data and information from ADP, Quickbooks and other 3rd party applications using ODBC.

No repetitive or manual work is required and data can be exported to excel or alternative application in any form.
Benefits

Custom applications mean you get exactly what you need.

- No workarounds.
- No unnecessary entering of data.
- No unnecessary steps.
- No training as you develop the menus, data entry and reporting to meet your business.

- Self explanatory.
- Develop any report you require in any format.
Example of Custom Applications

General Motors

Vehicles built in Oshawa are quality inspected and scanned with reports being sent twice daily to corporate and GM Oshawa.

Automated Release of Vehicles at General Motors Oshawa.

When our team scans a vehicle as OK, the ship yard (AWC) is electronically notified and released.

Greeley has won the Final Vehicle quality inspection contract at GM Oshawa for the last 10 years.
Example of Custom Applications

Lear Corporation

Warehouse management of components – automatic receiving cross dock and FIFO.

Linked to usage of components at Lear.

Drives requirements for picking components twice daily.

Automated picklist directly to database.

Automated packlist relieves cross dock inventory into Lear's inventory seamlessly.

Lear contract entering its 13th year.
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